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or about a decade, ontologies have been
known in computer science as consensual
models of domains of discourse, usually
implemented as formal definitions of the relevant
conceptual entities.1 Researchers have written
much about the potential benefits of using them,
and most of us regard ontologies as central building blocks of the Semantic Web and other semantic systems. Unfortunately, the number and quality
of actual, “non-toy” ontologies available on the
Web today is remarkably low. This implies that the
Semantic Web community has yet to build practically useful ontologies for a lot of relevant domains
in order to make the Semantic Web a reality.
Theoretically minded advocates often assume
that the lack of ontologies is because the “stupid
business people haven’t realized ontologies’ enormous benefits.” As a liberal market economist, I
assume that humans can generally figure out
what’s best for their well-being, at least in the long
run, and that they act accordingly. In other words,
the fact that people haven’t yet created as many
useful ontologies as the ontology research community would like might indicate either unresolved
technical limitations or the existence of sound
rationales for why individuals refrain from building them — or both. Indeed, several social and
technical difficulties exist that put a brake on
developing and eventually constrain the space of
possible ontologies.

Four Bottlenecks
We can classify ontology-related tasks into two
main groups: building or contributing to the
development of ontologies and committing to a
particular ontology. Committing to a given ontology, explicitly or implicitly, means agreeing that it
properly represents the domain’s conceptual elements. An example of implicitly committing is to
use an ontology to annotate your own data or to
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express a query using elements from it. Such
ontological commitment can be based either on
checking the specification (that is, verifying that
the formal part and the documentation specify
concepts in a way that’s compatible with your
subjective view of the domain, at least for the
respective task) or trusting the creators (assuming,
for example, that an ontology of countries as provided by the United Nations is politically correct).
Charles Petrie goes even further in his opinion
that ontology commitment can be achieved only
by successful joint action — that is, successful
usage of the ontology.2
Although numerous fine-grained methodologies exist for building ontologies,3 most reflect best
practices for settings in which the individuals have
agreed to build a particular ontology (as part of an
academic research project, for instance). They
address only lightly issues such as legal constraints
and future usage by individuals that weren’t
involved in building the ontology.
In a nutshell, current ontology-engineering
practices insufficiently address at least five fundamental aspects of building and committing to
ontologies:
1. Ontology engineering lag versus conceptual
dynamics. Can we build ontologies fast enough
to reflect quickly evolving domains?
2. Resource consumption. Does the gain in
automation that the ontology provides justify
the resources needed to develop it? From
another perspective, do the technical problems
that the ontology can help us solve outweigh
the problems we must master to create it?
3. Communication between creators and users.
Can the individuals who consider using an
ontology to annotate data or express queries
easily grasp the meaning of all the elements as
intended by the ontology creators?
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4. Incentive conflicts and network
externalities. Is the incentive structure for relevant actors in the process compatible with the required
contributions? For example, are
those who must dedicate time and
resources benefiting from the
ontologies? Moreover, ontologies
exhibit positive network effects,4
such that their perceived utility
increases with the number of people who commit to them. This
implies that convincing individuals
to invest effort into building or
using ontologies is particularly difficult while the user base associated with it is small or nonexistent.
5. Intellectual property rights. For
many applications, we need ontologies that represent existing standards. However, standards are
often subject to intellectual property rights.5 Establishing the legal
framework for deriving ontologies
from relevant standards is thus
nontrivial.
The fact that resource consumption
and incentives for building ontologies
are two sides of the same coin leads to
four major bottlenecks that might
explain today’s shortage of actual
ontologies on the Web.
Obstacle 1: Conceptual Dynamics
Most practically relevant domains
include some degree of conceptual dynamics — new elements arise as some
old ones become irrelevant. In the
products and services domain, for
instance, manufacturers are continually inventing new types of goods; in
physics, scientists can discover new
types of particles or relations among
them; and in the geopolitical domain,
new states form and political borders
change. Philosophically, we could
argue over whether all abstract concepts exist independently of time, but
practically, dynamics among conceptual elements is relevant when building
an ontology for a particular domain.
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Figure 1. Conceptual dynamics and ontology content and coverage. During the
ontology-building process, new conceptual elements become relevant in the
domain of discourse, which aren’t included in the initial domain capture.
To date, this is a widely ignored
fact. Indeed, Helena Pinto and João
Martins completed the only work that
I know of on the matter,6 identifying
dynamism as a relevant dimension of
the ontology-engineering process. This
lack of interest is likely because conceptual dynamics is less obvious when
dealing with abstract concepts such as
“physical matter,” “agent,” or “intangible.” Because finding ontological
truth has historically been a major
guideline of building ontologies in
computer science, we often falsely
assume that creating lasting ontologies
is just a matter of proper conceptual
modeling. That is, once we’ve discovered the correct model for a domain of
discourse, the conceptualization will
be stable for ages.
It is a triviality that a domain’s
conceptual dynamics increases with
the specificity of modeling, (a class
hierarchy’s granularity, for example).
It’s also obvious that materializing
most of the promises about ontologies
will require very detailed domain
ontologies rather than just philosophical abstractions.
The main problem is that creating
an ontology or updating an existing

one takes time. If we assume that
some conceptual dynamics always
exists in a domain of discourse, we
face the fundamental problem illustrated in Figure 1. That is, once the
domain capture is completed (t0), it
takes some time to formalize and
release the ontology. Thus, the first
version will become available only by
t1. This version contains all the elements (classes, instances, attributes,
relations, and axioms) that were
included in the initial domain capture
in t0. In the meantime, however, additional conceptual elements will have
become relevant in the real world
(depicted by the green line), which are
again unavailable for annotating data
or for expressing queries. This is particularly unfortunate because the
novel concepts in a domain are often
the most interesting when applying
semantic technology.
In actively maintaining the ontology, we might carry out an updated
domain capture at t1, but producing
the updated ontology and documentation again takes time, which means the
new version is available at t2 and
again lacks newly relevant concepts.
As long as the ontology-engineer-
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bases. However, as part of my PhD,7
I analyzed several relevant domains
and found substantial conceptual
dynamics in typical domains such as
IT components, pharmaceuticals, and
chemical substances. We should also
consider that release cycles for
ontologies are typically six to 12
months at best.
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Figure 2. The ontology-perspicuity bottleneck. Users can communicate with the
community that built the ontology only through the narrow channel of the
ontology specification.
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Figure 3. The expressivity–community-size frontier. A trade-off exists between
an ontology’s degree of detail and expressiveness and the achievable community
size because the more detailed the ontology the fewer people will be willing to
dedicate the resources for reviewing it prior to adopting it.
ing and ontology maintenance lags
are small and the conceptual dynamics is limited, this problem might not
be too substantial. Assuming ontologies follow the principle of minimal
92

ontological commitment, thus making them more abstract, this knowledge-acquisition and maintenance
bottleneck should be less problematic than with detailed knowledge
www.computer.org/internet/

Obstacle 2: Economic Incentive
The second major bottleneck for building ontologies is in the economic
dimension. Quite obviously, creating
an ontology consumes resources (such
as human labor) provided by the contributing individuals. Unfortunately,
for many domains, whether the gain in
automation enabled by an ontology
outweighs the resources necessary for
creating it remains a completely open
research question. Worse yet, even if
an ontology’s overall benefit over its
entire lifetime exceeds the creation
costs, creating it must still be economically feasible for each individual
required to contribute.
As with standards, ontologies exhibit positive network externalities
(that is, their utility for an individual
user increases with the absolute number of users). This implies that reaching a critical mass of users is difficult
in the beginning because the utility for
early adopters is very low, whereas the
effort of adopting the ontology might
be higher than at a later stage of diffusion (because less expertise and support is available, for instance).
Decisions about adopting standards
also tend to be based on higher-order
expectations — those about the expectations of other relevant individuals or
groups. For standards and standardization, researchers in economic theory have long been analyzing such
problems (namely, Michael L. Katz and
Carl Shapiro4), but I have yet to see
any discussion of network externalities in the context of ontology engineering. Some novel work exists on
cost-estimation models for ontologies,8
but this addresses only the resourceIEEE INTERNET COMPUTING

Obstacle 3: Ontology Perspicuity
As I mentioned, committing to an
ontology can mean trusting its creator
or verifying the specification. An
example of the former is to say, “I
believe the W3C that their definition
of foaf:knows in the Friend-of-aFriend vocabulary specification is
compatible with my definition; if there
are discrepancies, I’m willing to take
the consequences.”
Back in 1997, Marc S. Fox and
Michael Gruninger identified “perspicuity” as a requirement, arguing that a
good ontology should be “easily understood by the users, so that it can be
consistently applied and interpreted.”9
Ontologies are usually created by
small communities but intended for
much wider use. Those not involved in
creating an ontology have nothing but
the specification and documentation at
hand to understand the semantics of
all the elements. In other words, the
larger group is communicating with
the initial community only through the
JANUARY • FEBRUARY 2007
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Degree of detail and expressiveness

consumption aspects rather than all
relevant economic driving forces.
Diffusion is even more complex
with ontologies than with traditional
standards because, to attract individual adopters, ontologies must properly
cover their potential users’ domainrepresentation needs as well as reach a
critical mass of users. With traditional
standards, such as thread diameters or
track gages for railways, it’s often sufficient to agree on one of many possible specifications. For example, it
doesn’t matter technically whether the
agreed track gauge is 1,000 or 1,200
mm, as long as railway technology
manufacturers and railway lines use
the same value.
The incentive bottleneck is relevant
not only for those creating or contributing to a given ontology but also
for all pure users of it. The latter face
familiarization and commitment costs,
which is why good documentation
helps increase the likelihood of adoption. That leads to the third bottleneck.
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Figure 4. Possible ontologies. Building ontologies is constrained by trade-offs
between conceptual dynamics, expressivity, and the number of users.
ontology specification. Figure 2 illustrates this bottleneck.
This situation presents several practical problems. First, a large share of the
intended semantics exists only in the
informal part of the ontology — in
human-readable names for ontology
elements or in rdfs:label and
rdfs:comment properties, for example
— and ontology creators (particularly
those with strong backgrounds in logic)
often dedicate little effort to creating
good labels and natural-language definitions. Also, in terms of media richness,
communication through an RDF/XML
file about an ontology element’s meaning isn’t ideal. To help address these
issues, my colleagues and I (and perhaps
others that we don’t know of) have proposed using multimedia elements to
enrich the informal parts of ontology
specifications.10
Another problem is that only a few
domain experts can successfully interpret formal ontology specifications.
Description-logics modeling is often
particularly unintuitive — teaching

university classes, I’ve found that some
students even have great difficulty in
grasping the exact semantics of
rdfs:subClassOf.
Now, which individual or organization will authorize all the inferences
that are to be drawn from a particular
ontology if they can’t understand them
up front?
Obstacle 4:
Intellectual Property Rights
Many of the interoperability problems
that ontologies could help overcome
deal with competing, incompatible
standards, such as the automated
mediation between two electronic data
interchange (EDI) message formats.
This requires that we first lift all relevant input standards to an ontological
level; otherwise, systems can’t process
respective data on a semantic level.
Again, standards specifications,
controlled vocabularies, and existing
taxonomies are often subject to intellectual property rights.5 This constrains
creating and republishing ontologies
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Table 1. Snapshot of popular ontologies.
Swoogle rank as of
11 Nov. 2005

Name

Namespace URI

File size
(Kbytes)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

RDF
DC-E
RSS
FOAF
RDF-S
BIO
DC-T
WGS84
VCARD
CC

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
http://purl.org/rss/1.0/
http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
http://purl.org/vocab/bio/0.1/
http://purl.org/dc/terms/
http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#
http://www.w3.org/2001/vcard-rdf/3.0#
http://web.resource.org/cc/

7
15
4
39
7
7
48
6
10
6

File size of the ontology (Kbytes)

60
50

DC-T

40

FOAF

30
20
DC-E
10

VCARD
BIO
RDF-S
WGS84 & CC

RDF
RSS

0
0

50,000

100,000
150,000
200,000
250,000
300,000
Number of documents referring to the ontology

350,000

Figure 5. Ontology size and popularity. A negative correlation exists in the
relationship between ontology file size (given in Kbytes) and the number of
Semantic Web documents that refer to them for the 10 most popular ontologies
(based on Swoogle data, retrieved 11 Nov. 2005).
as derived works, even if the original
standard can be used rather freely. In
other words, ontologizing industrial
standards will often require explicit
legal agreements with the owners of
those standards. Some academic prototypes of ontologies are currently
derived from common standards on
the Web. In many cases, however, the
general licenses offered by the respective standards owners disallow the creation and publication of derived
works. The ontology creators must
therefore have established additional
legal agreements, or else they’re playing a risky game.
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A Prediction
The four obstacles I’ve identified constrain the space of possible ontologies
— those that are both technically feasible and adoptable by rationally
acting, free individuals. Figure 3
shows the “expressivity–communitysize frontier” we can predict as a
result. Basically, the more detailed
and expressive the ontology, the
smaller the actual user community
will be because it increases the
resources necessary for reviewing and
understanding the specification and
associated documentation, which
makes committing to the ontology
www.computer.org/internet/

Semantic Web documents
referring to this ontology

321.108
238.346
195.018
79.226
65.486
16.588
12.738
11.570
11.185
11.023

reasonable only for a smaller number
of individuals. The extreme would be
an ontology that is so detailed that
only two entities shared it.
In practice, useful ontologies must
be small enough to have reasonable
familiarization and commitment costs
and big enough to provide substantial
added value for using them. This is a
proper extension of the classical idea
of minimal ontological commitment.3
FOAF shows that such shallow, small
ontologies have driven the Semantic
Web’s development so far.
If we combine this constraint with
the conceptual dynamics dimension,
we see that the space of possible
ontologies is limited in at least three
dimensions, as Figure 4 shows. A high
degree of conceptual dynamics further
constrains the possible degree of detail
and expressiveness because it takes
more resources and time to update
concepts in a highly axiomatized
ontology. Also, frequent updates
increase the resources that ontology
users must invest to verify and renew
their commitment.

Reality Check
To support my predictions regarding
possible ontologies, I gathered data
about the popularity of individual
ontologies from statistics at the
Swoogle Semantic Web search engine
(http://swoogle.umbc.edu).
Table 1 shows the resulting data. I
first retrieved a list of the most popuIEEE INTERNET COMPUTING
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Figure 6. Conceptual coverage of an Intel CPU ontology. The coverage rate of current concepts in this ontology continuously
decreases because a subset of the elements becomes obsolete and new ones are included only after the next release
cycle.
lar ontologies — those referenced in
the highest number of Semantic Web
documents (SWDs) indexed in
Swoogle. I then eliminated those for
which Swoogle didn’t find at least one
specification document (called a
Semantic Web Ontology [SWO] in
Swoogle terminology), which usually
indicates that they are mere namespaces of XML schemas or other informal specifications.
I then retrieved the ontology specifications for the 10 most popular
ontologies and computed the ratio
between their specification file sizes
and the number of Semantic Web
documents referring to each. In other
words, I used the ontology-specification file size as an approximation for
the level of detail and expressiveness
and the number of Semantic Web
documents as an approximation for
the size of the community using the
ontology.
Figure 5 visualizes as an XY scatter
plot the negative correlation in the
relationship between an ontology’s
specification file size and the number
of SWDs referring to it (the correlation
coefficient is –0.20). It’s striking that all
JANUARY • FEBRUARY 2007

10 of the most popular ontologies are
less than 50 Kbytes in size — indeed,
seven of them are 10 Kbytes or less.
I also did a Petri-net-based simulation on how complete the coverage of
current concepts an ontology of Intel
CPUs could be, given realistic assumptions. CPUs are particularly interesting
because, although instances of the
concept “CPU,” CPU models are likely
part of a PC-components ontology
rather than just data, given that we use
them to classify PC categories in terms
of configuration and performance.
I used the “birth dates” that were
available for each individual CPU
model for a five-year timeframe in
order to determine when each conceptual entity became relevant. I then
approximated these concepts’ life
spans — that is, how long they really
belonged to the current vocabulary.
This is necessary because, when measuring the coverage as a percentage, we
should exclude old concepts that are
no longer part of the active vocabulary; otherwise, the vast amount of
outdated (but still specified) concepts
will obscure the amount of current
concepts missing in the ontology.

I describe the experiment details
elsewhere,6 but my basic assumptions
for the simulation were that:
• CPUs released through 1997 would
belong to the relevant concepts for
720 days after their introduction,
and those released starting in 1998
would be relevant for 360 days,
and
• the body managing the ontology
would update the ontology every
360 days to include all new elements introduced at least seven
days before the ontology update.
Figure 6 shows how the coverage
rate of current concepts in this ontology continuously decreases because a
subset of the elements becomes obsolete and new ones are included only
after the next release cycle.

M

aking the Semantic Web a reality
demands more and better ontologies. Yet, building ontologies is inherently a social process constrained
by technical, social, economic, and
legal bottlenecks. That means that re95
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searchers must bring the same interest
they do to purely technical issues to
addressing the other challenges reality imposes on ontology projects.
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